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Lesson Title: MyPyramid Practice
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn how to use MyPyramid For Kids and will see if they have achieved the
recommendations provided.

Materials:
MyPyramid For Kids
MyPyramid Worksheet

Description:
Teachers will introduce the activity by mentioning the importance of having a balanced diet and
that it may be difficult to know exactly what that balance should be.
They then introduce MyPyramid For Kids and hand it out to the students, stating that this is an
easy tool they can use to make sure that they are getting the required amounts of each type of
food. Teachers should go through each food group and ask students to give examples for each.
The MyPyramid Worksheet can then be handed out to students. Using the worksheet, they will
write in the foods that they ate for each meal on the day before, this will allow them to check
how balanced their meals were for that day. They should set a food goal, as well as an activity
goal for the next day.
Further lessons coordinated with MyPyramid can be found at
www.teamnutrition.usda.gov/resources/mypyramidclassroom.html

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Reading Food Labels
Grade: 3rd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn how to read the nutrition facts on food labels.

Materials:
Food Labels Worksheets
Food packages – 1 per student
Transparency made from food label

Description:
Teachers will go through the information included in food labelsusing transparency of a food
label. Bring in a variety of food packages and teach students how to read food labels and why
they need to pay attention to them when shopping with their parents. Discuss which items are
good for you and which items should be in small amounts and why.
There should be examples of healthy and unhealthy foods; high fat, high calorie, low fat and
reduced calorie foods.
The students will then answer the questions on their worksheet for three of the food packages.
Also, students can be asked to bring in their favorite healthy snack package for that day.
Extension: Make a chart to compare items in foods such as: calories, fat, cholesterol,
carbohydrate, fiber and protein.

Opt for healthy snacks!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Reading Food Labels Worksheet
Food labels are required on all food packages so we know what we’re eating.
What information is found on a food label?
They tell you:
• Serving Size
• Servings Per Container
• Nutritional Facts per Serving ( measured in grams and % Daily Value for an adult)
o Calories
o Total Fat
o Sodium (salt), carbohydrates (sugars and fiber), Protein
o Vitamins and mineral
• The ingredients found in the food will also be listed somewhere on the package

Let’s practice! Use the example or your own food package to answer the questions.
1. How large is one serving?
___________________________
2. How many servings are in the package?
___________________________
3. How many calories are in one serving?
___________________________
4. How much sugar is in one serving?
___________________________
5. How much total fat is in one serving?
___________________________
6. Which vitamin or mineral does it contain the most of?
___________________________
7. What % of the USDA Recommended Daily Value of
“total carbohydrates” is in one serving?
___________________________

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Fruit Fun Facts

Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice reading and writing while learning facts about various fruits.

Materials:
Fruit Fun Facts Handouts
paper

colors/markers

Description:
Teachers will read the Fun Fact Sheets with the students. Teachers can select only one of the
fruits or discuss all of them. Most importantly, teachers should emphasize the importance of
eating plenty of fruits and vegetables every day. The students will then pick their favorite fact
and make a drawing on a separate sheet of paper related to that fact. They will also write the
fact on the drawing. The drawings can then be taken home (to teach the parents) or hung up in
the classroom. To adapt to younger children – only share the facts appropriate for their age.
You might also ask the cafeteria manager if the artwork could be displayed in the cafeteria.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org

Citrus Fruit

Did you know that Citrus Fruits are good sources of Vitamin C and
Fiber?
Vitamin C:
Oranges, grapefruit and tangerines are loaded with vitamin C (also known as
ascorbic acid).
- One orange provides more than a full day's supply of
Vitamin C.
- One medium sized orange can be counted as one serving of your 5
A Day!
- Vitamin C helps your body fight off colds.
Fiber:
Oranges, grapefruit and tangerines contain fiber.
- Fiber can help with the digestion of your food.
- Fiber can help you feel full longer.
Why did the orange go to the doctor?
Because it wasn’t peeling very well!

Fig Fun Facts
Figs are part of the mulberry family.
Figs are fruits.
One and a half figs count toward your 5 A Day servings of fruit.
Figs contain no fat and like all fruits are also cholesterol-free.
Figs are the most nutritious of all common fruits.
o They are high in calcium, phosphorus, iron, and potassium.
Figs are actually the flower of the fig tree!

Corn Fun Facts
Farmers grow corn on every continent except Antarctica.
There are about 800 kernels in 16 rows on each ear of corn.
The corncob (ear) is actually part of the corn plant’s flower.
Corn is a good source of Vitamins B1 & B5, Folate and Vitamin C.
1.) Vitamin C helps your cuts heal faster.
2.) Folate and Vitamins B1 & B5 work together to help the cells
in your body grow and work properly.
There are many different types of corn. A few are:
1.) Field Corn
2.) Indian Corn
3.) Blue Corn
4.) White Corn
5.) Popcorn
Corn is a vegetable and ½ cup or one medium cob can be
counted as one serving of your 5 A Day!
What did Momma Corn say to Baby Corn?
Wash your ears son!

Pumpkin Fun Facts
•

Pumpkins are a type of squash.

•

Pumpkins are fruits and ½ cup can be counted as one
serving of your 5 A Day.

•

Pumpkins are good for you because they are rich in Vitamin
A, potassium and fiber.
–
–
–

Vitamin A helps keep your eyes and skin healthy.
Potassium helps keep your heart healthy.
Fiber helps you feel full longer.

•

Pumpkin seeds can be roasted and eaten as a snack.

•

How can you fix a broken pumpkin?
With a “Pumpkin Patch”
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Lesson Title: Colorful Fruits & Veggies
Grade: K – 2nd
Objective:
Students will read aloud and make a short oral presentation.

Materials:
Fruits & Veggies More Matters™ Coloring Sheets
crayons/markers

Description:
Teachers will introduce the lesson by describing the importance of eating fruits and vegetables
on a daily basis. The teacher will then pass out the coloring sheets and the students can color
them individually. Then the students with the same coloring sheet will be grouped together and
they will describe what is occurring in the picture, making sure that each student speaks.
Coloring sheets obtained from www.fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org .

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org

Eat, Play, Win
with fruits and veggies!

fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org
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Power your day
the fruit and veggie way!
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Fruits and Veggies
they’re everywhere:
fresh, frozen, canned, dried and 100% juice!
FROZEN

PEAS

100%
ORANGE
JUICE
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Be Awesome

Eat your fruits and veggies!
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Transform

with fruits and veggies!
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Lesson Title: Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs, Healthy or Not?
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn how to use a Venn-diagram and will discuss healthy food choices by
analyzing a book they have read.

Materials:

Book - Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs

Venn-diagram handout

MyPyramid poster

Description:
In the town of Chew and Swallow, the people did not have to decide what to eat for
their meals. All of their food came from the sky and they had to eat what the weather brought
to them. You have to make many choices many times a day about what to eat. Do you know
what kinds of food to choose to keep your body healthy? We have provided the USDA’s
MyPyramid poster, also available on their website (mypyramid.gov). Tell students the object of a
food pyramid is to show the guidelines of what foods are healthy.
Have students compare using a Venn-diagram, healthy foods to the foods that were
eaten in Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. Ask:
• Which one is the better example of how we should eat? Why?
• What is the story pyramid lacking that is essential to a good diet?
• When the townspeople traveled to the other town, do you think that they will eat better
foods, or will they continue to eat the same things that fall from their sky? Why or why not?

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Use this Venn-diagram to compare some Healthy Foods to the foods that they
ate in Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. Label one circle “Healthy Foods” and
the other “Foods in Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs” and list examples that fall
in each category. If a food falls in both categories, list it in the middle where the
circles intersect.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Fruits and Veggies of the World
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Student will discuss fruits and vegetables of different cultures. They will learn the names and
spelling of these fruits and vegetables.

Materials:
Poster
“Can you name these worldly fruits and vegetables?” handouts
fruits and vegetables (optional)

Description:
Students will get acquainted with fruits and vegetables used throughout the world and they will
learn which cultures use them in their everyday cooking.
The goal is to get students excited about trying out new fruits and vegetables.
Teachers will go through the hand outs with the students, asking if students are familiar with
any of the fruits or vegetables. Students will fill out the names of each fruit and vegetable on the
handout. Teachers can elaborate on the use of the produce and can even organize taste tests
with fruits and vegetables that are available at your local grocery store.
Materials from www.fruitandveggiesmorematters.gov .

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org

¡Las frutas y las Verduras!

¡Queremos Más!

Les Fruits et les Légumes

que Nous Voulons Plus!
Izithelo Nezilimo

www.fruitsandveggiesmatter.gov
www.fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org

Sifunda Futhi!

Can you name these worldly
fruits and vegetables?
You may not know some of these fruits and vegetables, but
people around the world eat them every day. No need to travel far.
Many are at your local grocery store. Give them a try.

1

2

Hint

Dip them in low-fat ranch
dressing or use in Chinese stir-fried rice.

Use in burritos or in beans and rice.

4

3

Use in a popular Italian dish,
_______ parmesan.

Hint

Use in Mexican salsa and in Italian
pasta sauce.

ANSWERS: 1. carrots 2. black beans 3. eggplant 4. tomato

Hint

Hint

Can you name these worldly
fruits and vegetables?
You may not know some of these fruits and vegetables, but
people around the world eat them every day. No need to travel far.
Many are at your local grocery store. Give them a try.

1

2

Hint Tart wedges good with Mexican
or Thai food.

Use with spinach to make a hot dip.

4

3

Good in Louisiana gumbo–
popular in the South.

Hint

Use to season foods from around
the world.

ANSWERS: 1. lime 2. artichoke 3. okra 4. garlic

Hint

Hint

Can you name these worldly
fruits and vegetables?
You may not know some of these fruits and vegetables, but
people around the world eat them every day. No need to travel far.
Many are at your local grocery store. Give them a try.

1

Hint

2

Use in hummus, a popular
Middle-Eastern dip.

Hint

Mix with curry to make a popular
Indian side dish.

4

3

Use in Asian stir-fries.

Hint Grows in the Caribbean and in South
America. Use in smoothies, salsas, and juices.

ANSWERS: 1. chick peas 2. cauliflower 3. snow peas 4. mango

Hint

Can you name these worldly
fruits and vegetables?
You may not know some of these fruits and vegetables, but
people around the world eat them every day. No need to travel far.
Many are at your local grocery store. Give them a try.

1

Hint

2

Hint

Use in Latin American salads
and in Asian stir-fries.

Main ingredient of salsa verde
(green salsa).

4

3

A tropical green cousin of
the banana.

Hint

A legume used in the Indian dish,
Dahl.

ANSWERS: 1. jicama 2. tomatillo 3. plantain 4. lentils

Hint
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Lesson Title: Have You the Time of Day?
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will read a story about a day in the life of a farmer and gain practice in reading and
writing.

Materials:
Have You the Time of Day? story and worksheet

Description:
The teacher will read the story aloud to the class, making sure to emphasize the importance of
eating 3 low-fat dairy products a day! The teacher will then pass out Worksheet A. The
worksheet asks students to use the story to find specific times for events and draw the hands
on the clock in the correct position for those times. Teachers can follow this activity by having
each student write a picture story about their own day, drawing clock faces to show what time
of day they performed each event.
Materials produced by Oklahoma Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Choose 3-A-Day servings of low-fat dairy products!

www.oliverfoundation.org

Name________________________________________________________________________

Have You the Time of Day?
Read the story. Use the facts to complete the clock problems.
The day begins early on the farm. Farmer Smith is helping out
this week at his neighbor’s dairy. Farmer Brown’s son usually
helps with the milking, but he is away for a short vacation.
While Farmer Brown’s son is away the cows must still be
milked.
Farmer Smith will get up at 4:30a.m. He will be at the dairy and
ready to milk by 5:30a.m. The milk truck will come at 8:00a.m.
They must be finished milking and cleaning by then. After that
Mr. Smith takes care of chores on his own farm. At 11:00a.m.,
he eats lunch.
Mr. Smith got a new tractor last year. It has a cab with an air
conditioner, so Mr. Smith can work during the heat of the day.
At 2:00p.m., when the sun is hot, Farmer Smith goes out to bale
hay.
Farmer Smith will stop at 4:30p.m. to go help Farmer Brown
milk. He will eat dinner at 7:00p.m. with his wife, then go back
to the hay field. The Smiths will be in bed early tonight,
probably by 9:30p.m. It has been a long day, and the new day
will begin early on the farm.

Have You the Time of Day?

Name ______________________________________________________________

Read the story. Use the facts to complete the clock
problems.
The day begins early on the farm. Farmer Smith is
helping out this week at his neighbor’s dairy. Farmer
Brown’s son usually helps with the milking, but he is away for a short
vacation. While Farmer Brown’s son is away the cows must still be
milked.
Farmer Smith will get up at 4:30 a.m. He will be at the dairy and
ready to milk by 5:30 a.m. The milk truck will come at 8:00 a.m. They
must be finished milking and cleaning by then. After that Mr. Smith takes
care of chores on his own farm. At 11:00 am, he eats lunch.
Mr. Smith got a new tractor last year. It has a cab with an air-conditioner, so Mr. Smith can work during the heat of the day. At 2:00 p.m.,
when the sun is hot, Farmer Smith goes out to bale hay.
Farmer Smith will stop at 4:30 p.m. to go help Farmer Brown milk.
He will eat dinner at 7:00 p.m. with his wife, then go back to the hay
field. The Smiths will be in bed early tonight, probably by 9:30 p.m. It
has been a long day, and the new day will begin early on the farm.

Produced by Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, OSU, inn cooperation with the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and Forestry and the Oklahoma State Department of Education, 2005.

Have You the Time of Day?

Name ______________________________________________________________

Draw the hands on the clock, using the story as a guide.
What time did
Farmer Smith
get up?

What time did
the milk truck
come?

What time
does Farmer
Smith go out
to bale hay?

What time did
the Smith
family eat
dinner?

10

11

12

1

9

8

10

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

10

10

7
11

6
12

5
1

2
4

2

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

4

3

9

8

2

4

2

3

7

6

5

4

When did
milking begin
at the dairy?

When did Mr.
Smith eat
lunch?

What time
does Farmer
Smith stop to
help Farmer
Brown milk?

When did the
Smith family
go to bed?

10

11

12

A
1

9

8

10

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

10

10

7
11

6
12

5
1

2
4

2

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

4

3

9

8

2

4

2

3

7

Produced by Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, OSU, inn cooperation with the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and Forestry and the Oklahoma State Department of Education, 2005.

6

5

4
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Lesson Title: A Cornucopia of Colors on Thanksgiving
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice reading, writing, and their colors.

Materials:
Worksheet

Description:
Teachers will read through the worksheet with students. The students will draw and color an
appropriate food for each box. In the last box, the students will name another food they eat as
well as its color. The teacher should emphasize that even though it is a holiday, students should
monitor their portion size, so that they are still eating healthy.

Serve a smart portion size!

www.oliverfoundation.org

A Cornucopia of
Colors on
Thanksgiving Day

On Thanksgiving Day, I eat foods
of all colors.

By:

The yams are orange.

The cranberry sauce is red.

The turkey is golden brown.

The mashed potatoes are white, but
raw potatoes are __________ .

The green beans are green.

On Thanksgiving day I also eat
__________________________
and it is____________________

L - 13
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Lesson Title: GO, Grains, GO!
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice writing while learning about the importance of eating grains for energy
and will also have the opportunity to be physically active.

Materials:
MyPyramid for Kids handout

Description:
Teachers will pass out the MyPyramid for Kids and tell them that they will be talking about the
Grain group today.
Tell the students that whole grains are healthier choices because they have more fiber which is
needed for digestion.
Ask students:
Do you know what foods are included in the grain group?
- Bread, rice, oatmeal, pasta, crackers, popcorn, bagels, tortillas
What grains have you eaten today?
What’s your favorite grain?
Ask students to run in place for 30 seconds and ask them how much energy was required, a
little, medium, or a lot. Then ask them to jump for 30 seconds and ask them how much energy
was required, a little, medium, or a lot.
Do the same thing with a variety of motions such as raising their hand, standing up, writing, and
marching.
Continue by explaining that Grains provide their bodies with energy, which is why it is
important for them to eat the correct servings each day. In order to be healthy, they need the
energy to be physically active. Ask them to write a short paragraph about what would happen if
they did not have enough energy. What would they not be able to do? What grains will they
eat to get their needed energy?
MyPyramid for Kids handout also available at www.mypyramid.gov

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Nutrition Scavenger Hunt
Grade: 3rd - 5th
Objective:
Students will practice their internet research skills while learning important nutritional
information.

Materials:
Scavenger Hunt Worksheet
Scavenger Hunt Key

Resource List
Computers

Description:
Students will be given the worksheet along with the Resource List so that they have a place to
start.
The teacher can pick one of the questions and help the students find that answer and then they
can answer the rest individually or in small groups.
The worksheets can be picked up and graded or the teacher can give an incentive such as a
healthy snack for whoever gets all the answers correct.

Enjoy a healthy breakfast!

www.oliverfoundation.org

Nutrition Scavenger Hunt
1. List 2 reasons why it is important to eat breakfast.
________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________
2. What does fiber do for your body?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
3. Give 3 examples of foods in the dairy group and their serving sizes.
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
__________________________________
4. Which season is the best time of year to eat asparagus? And why?
a. Spring
b. Summer
c. Winter
d. Fall
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________
5. What is a calorie?
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________
6. What is a vitamin?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
__________________________________
7. How many radishes does it take to make a serving of vegetables?
________________________

8. What does vitamin C help our bodies do?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
__________________________________
9. What are the different types of fat? Which ones should we eat less of?
_______________________, ______________________,
_______________________, ______________________
Eat less of ____________________ and __________________
10. Name 2 foods other than meat that provide protein.
_______________________, _______________________
11. What is dehydration and what can you do to prevent it?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
__________________________________
12. The orange color of fruits and vegetables such as carrots and cantaloupes
tells you they are high in what vitamin?
____________________________
13. True or False: We need to eat protein to build strong muscles, and the
best sources of protein are vegetables.
14. How do you know if a kiwi is ripe?
a. Drop it on the floor and see if it squishes
b. Gently squeeze it and see if it feels slightly soft
c. Smell it and see if it smells like a kiwi
15. How many teaspoons of sugar are in a 20 ounce bottle of soda, which is
sometimes called “liquid candy”?
_________________________

16. What vitamin do we get a lot of when we eat blueberries?
______________________________
17. What are 2 things you can do when eating out so that you don’t eat too
many calories?
_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________
18. What part of a plant are you eating when you eat an artichoke?
___________________________

Nutrition Scavenger Hunt Resources
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/vitamin.html
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/calorie.html
http://mypyramid.gov/pyramid/index.html
http://www.cspinet.org/smartmouth/recipes_articles/index.html
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/water.html
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/protein.html
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/stay_healthy/fit/getting_muscles.html
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/carb.html
http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html
http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/breakfast.html

Nutrition Scavenger Hunt
1. List 2 reasons why it is important to eat breakfast.

from http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/breakfast.html
1. Kids who eat breakfast do better in school.
2. Kids who eat breakfast are more likely to participate in physical activity.
3. Kids who eat breakfast tend to eat healthier overall.
2. What does fiber do for your body?

from http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/carb.html
Fiber helps your digestive system work and helps you feel full
3. Give 3 examples of foods in the dairy group and their serving sizes.

from http://mypyramid.gov/pyramid/index.html click on Milk
Milk: 1 cup, Cheese: 1.5 or 2 ounces, Yogurt: 8 ounces
4. Which season is the best time of year to eat asparagus? And why?

from http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html click on Annie
and Aiden Asparagus
a. Spring
b. Summer - that is when it is ripe and best to eat
c. Winter
d. Fall
5. What is a calorie?

from http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/calorie.html
A calorie is a unit of measurement that measures energy
6. What is a vitamin?

from http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/vitamin.html
Vitamins are substances found in food that our bodies need to grow and work properly
7. How many radishes does it take to make a serving of vegetables?

from http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html click on Randy,
Rita and Rhonda Radish
Seven
8. What does vitamin C help our bodies do?

from http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/vitamin.html
Helps our bodies heal if we get a cut

9. What are the different types of fat? Which ones should we eat less of?

from http://www.cspinet.org/smartmouth/recipes_articles/index.html click on Fat Facts
saturated, trans, monounsaturated, polyunsaturated
Eat less of saturated and trans
10. Name 2 foods other than meat that provide protein.
from http://mypyramid.gov/pyramid/index.html click on Meat and Beans
Could list any beans, peas, eggs, fish, nuts/seeds
11. What is dehydration and what can you do to prevent it?

From http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/nutrition/food/water.html click on dehydration
halfway down the page
Dehydration means that your body doesn’t have enough water to keep it working
properly. Drink water before, during, and after you play/exercise to avoid dehydration.
12. The orange color of fruits and vegetables such as carrots and cantaloupes tells you they
are high in what vitamin?

From http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html click on
Christopher Cantaloupe
Vitamin A
13. True or False: We need to eat protein to build strong muscles, and the best sources of
protein are vegetables.

From http://www.kidshealth.org/kid/stay_healthy/fit/getting_muscles.html
14. How do you know if a kiwi is ripe?

From http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html click on Kevin
Kiwi
a. Drop it on the floor and see if it squishes
b. Gently squeeze it and see if it feels slightly soft
c. Smell it and see if it smells like a kiwi
15. How many teaspoons of sugar are in a 20 ounce bottle of soda, which is sometimes
called “liquid candy”?

From http://www.cspinet.org/smartmouth/recipes_articles/index.html click on Liquid
Candy
16 teaspoons

16. What vitamin do we get a lot of when we eat blueberries?

From http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html click on
Brandon and Brody Blueberry
Vitamin C
17. What are 2 things you can do when eating out so that you don’t eat too many calories?

Several answers at http://www.cspinet.org/smartmouth/recipes_articles/index.html click
on Eating Out
A few possible answers:
Be careful of what you eat, as well as how much you eat.
Look for "healthy" or "lite" items on the menu.
Remember that liquid calories add up. Choose smaller size sodas or drink water or seltzer
(soda water).
Don't be shy about asking for changes. Ask for the sauce on the side, that a food be grilled
instead of fried, or that fatty toppings such as cheese, butter or sour cream be left off.
Use a doggie bag. Take home half of what you're served and you save calories, fat, -- and money.

18. What part of a plant are you eating when you eat an artichoke?
From http://www.dole5aday.com/html/kids/SuperKids%20characters.html click on Aaron

Artichoke
The flower
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Lesson Title: Investigating and Researching New and Exotic Foods
Grade: 2nd -5th
Objective:
Students will practice their researching skills using both computers and books as resources.

Materials:
Books about foods
Computers

Description:
Choose foods students may not be familiar with and assign students to find as much
information about the food as possible. Students can work in groups or individually. Some of
the information they can look for:
-

Origin
History
Where and how does it grow?
Where does it fit in MyPyramid?
How can it be prepared?

They can present their research as: a written paper, poster, or powerpoint presentation.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of Fruits & Vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Recipe Book
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will use their creativity and knowledge of healthy food to create recipes.

Materials:
Paper
Transparency of Parfait recipe

Crayons
pencils
binding

Description:
Students can learn to write different healthy recipes on a weekly basis and after a couple of
weeks there will be enough for a healthy recipe book. They can also add healthy snack and
lunch ideas. Review the way recipes are written using examples in a cookbook. Point out the
sections for ingredients and directions.
To make the recipe book more fun, students can also make drawings of the finished product.

Enjoy a healthy breakfast!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Yummy Yogurt Parfait
INGREDIENTS:
½ cup sliced banana
¼ cup sliced strawberries
½ cup whole grain, low sugar, low-fat dry cereal
½ cup vanilla or fruit flavored low-fat yogurt

1. Place ¼ cup yogurt in the bottom of your cup
2. Layer ¼ cup cereal on top of yogurt
3. Add ¼ cup of each – bananas and strawberries
4. Repeat the layers

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Health Messages
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice their writing skills while thinking of how to practice a healthy lifestyle.

Materials:
Paper
pencils

Description:
Daily writing assignments are a part of everyday class time. Teachers can assign students to
write healthy messages using the CHOICES 7 healthy messages as writing prompts.
Each week the teacher can focus on one of the messages and have the students write about:
-

How will they accomplish those recommendations?
What will be difficult and easy about following the healthy message?
Why do they think it’s important to follow that message?

Students can present their message as: a written piece, poster or powerpoint presentation.

Serve a smart portion size!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: I’m Going on a Picnic…
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice their memorization skills while thinking of healthy foods and physical
activity.

Materials:
None

Description:
Students can play this fun memory game that will keep them engaged while thinking of healthy
choices. The game is fairly simple.
-

-

The first person to start says “I’m going on a picnic and I’m bringing a…” they must say
something that begins with the letter “A” like an apple.
The following person must repeat what the previous person said and add a healthy item
that starts with the letter “B” for example they might say “I’m going on a picnic and I’m
bringing an apple and a banana.”
This continues for every letter of the alphabet and by the end the last person is repeating all
26 items.

The teacher can choose to include only fruits, vegetables, and/or things that will help with
physical activity like a kite or Frisbee.

Have more water & less sugary beverages!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Memory Cards
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will play a game that will help exercise their memory and expose them to different
fruits and vegetables.

Materials:
Picture cards of fruits and vegetables

Description:
Students can play a memory card game as a short break in between lessons. They can use fruit
and vegetable picture cards by shuffling the cards, placing them face down, and trying to match
the cards together. It can be done in groups or together as a class.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org

100 Fruits and Vegetables
Circle the fruits and vegetables that you have tried before.

Avacado

Banana

Eggplant

Fig

Grapefruit

Apricot

Raspberry

Romaine Lettuce

Cranberry

Watercress

Cantaloupe

Peach

Kiwi Fruit

Lime

Mango

Chili Pepper

Persimmon

Butternut Squash

Dragonfruit

Kohlrabi

Nectarine

Olive

Iceberg Lettuce

Starfruit

Tomato

Prickly Pear

Garlic

Blackberry

Shallot

Honeydew Melon

Asparagus

Watermelon

Zucchini

Broccoli

Carrot

Acorn Squash

Jujube

Daikon

Clemintine

Rutabaga

Spinach

Onion

Brussels sprouts

Cabbage

Corn

Mandarin Orange

Potato

Turnip

Granny Smith Apple

Water Chestnut

Beet

Green Bell Pepper

Cucumber

Pumpkin

Tomatillo

Cherimoya

Lemon

Black Currant

Tangerine

Pomelo

Green beans

Green Grapes

Peas

Celery

Leek

Gooseberry

Artichoke

Key Lime

Guava

Cauliflower

Coconut

Sweet Potato

Jicama

Parsnip

Radish

Passion Fruit

Collard Greens

Mushroom

Plantain

Kumquat

Red Delicious Apple

Orange

Cherry

Plum

Strawberry

Kale

Green Onion

Lychee

Red Bell Pepper

Endive Lettuce

Ugli Fruit

Blueberry

Pear

Red Grapes

Pomegranate

Pineapple

Okra

Cassava

Snap Peas

Papaya
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Nutrition and Physical Activity
Based Books
NUTRITION
The ABC’s of Fruits and Vegetables and Beyond
Steve Charney, David Goldbeck
Ceres Press, 2007, 112 pp.
ISBN-10: 1886101078
Abstract: A simple and beautifully illustrated book. Part 1 is a series of easy-reader alphabet poems
about common and uncommon produce, from apples to zucchini. Part 2 offers a host of enticing food
facts, recipes and fun. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Apples

Gail Gibbons
Holiday House, 2000, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-82-341669-0
Abstract: Teaches the history of apples as well as different varieties of apples and harvesting practices.
Book includes fun facts, recipes, and apple growing instructions. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Apples, Apples, Apples

Nancy Elizabeth Wallace
Winslow Press, 2000, 40 pp.
ISBN: 1-89-081719-8
Abstract: This tells the story of a rabbit family on an apple picking trip. Varieties of apples as well as how
apples are grown are discussed. An applesauce recipe is included. Suitable for ages:
4-8 years.

Apple Farmer Annie
Monica Wellington
Hong Kong: Dutton Children’s Books, 2001, 24 pp.
ISBN: 0-52-546727-0
Abstract: Annie the Apple Farmer saves her most beautiful apples to sell fresh at the farmer’s market in
the city. She picks plenty of sweet, crunchy apples and makes apple sauce, apple cider, and baked apple
treats. Suitable for ages: 3-5 years.

The Berenstain Bears and Too Much Junk Food
Stan and Jan Berenstain
Random House, 1995, 30 pp.
ISBN: 0-39-487217-7

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Abstract: Improving health and fitness by eating nutritious meals and snacks and increasing physical
activity is the central theme of this colorfully illustrated children’s book about the Berenstain Bear
family. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Blue Bowl Down: An Appalachian Rhyme

C.M. Millen
Candlewick Press, 2004, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-763-61817-9
Abstract: The sun is about to set, and it’s almost time for bed. But for the family in this cozy
Appalachian farmhouse, it’s time for the comforting ritual of making bread. Just as mother and child will
soon settle down for their rest, the dough is prepared in its special blue bowl and left to rest on the
stove. And come morning, after they (and the dough) have risen, it’s time to savor a warm, satisfying
breakfast and the start of a new day. Suitable for ages: 2-5 years.

Bread and Jam for Frances

Russel Hoben
Harper and Row, 1964, 31 pp.
ISBN: 0-06-022359-6
Abstract: A perfect antidote for children who make limited food choices. Francis’ food jag is short-lived
once her parents begin serving her bread and jam for every meal and snack. In the end she agrees with
her friend Albert who declares, "I think it’s nice that there are different kinds of lunches and breakfasts
and dinners and snacks. I think eating is nice." Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs

Judi Barrett
Athenuem, 1978, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-68-930647-4
Abstract: Life is delicious in the town of Chew & Swallow where it rains soup and juice, snows mashed
potatoes, and blows storms of hamburgers. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Do Carrots Make You See Better?
Julie Appleton
Red Leaf Press, 2001, 192 pp.
ISBN: 0-87-659264-7
Abstract: This book will help children discover that food is fun and interesting. Simple nutrition lessons
are taught through games, stories, science activities, and more. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

D.W. the Picky Eater

Marc Tolon Brown
Little, Brown & Company, 1995, 24 pp.
ISBN: 0-31-611048-5

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Abstract: Arthur the aardvark's sister is a picky eater. The family leaves her at home when they go out
to eat until D.W. decides she might be missing something good by being so picky. Suitable for ages: 4-8
years.

Drinking Water

Helen Frost
Pebble Books, 2000, 24 pp.
ISBN: 0-73-680534-6
Abstract: Emphasizes the importance of drinking water and living a healthy lifestyle. Suitable for ages: 4-8
years.

Eating Well

Melanie Mitchell
Learning Publishing, 2006, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-82-252449-X
Abstract: Teaches children the importance of healthy eating by explaining the food guide pyramid in
great detail. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

The Edible Pyramid: Good Eating Every Day

Loreen Leedy
Holiday House, 2007, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-82-342074-4
Abstract: A group of animals goes to a restaurant where the waiter teaches them about MyPyramid and
how to make tasty, healthy choices. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

From Grass to Milk

Stacy Taus-Bolstad
Learner Publications, 2003, 24 pp.
ISBN: 0-82-254664-7
Abstract: A basic introduction to milk production. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Gobble up Math

Sue Mograd & Kelly Kennedy
Creative Teaching Press, Inc., 1994, 136 pp.
ISBN: 0-88-160262-0
Abstract: Kids will have fun learning math concepts while using nutritious food. Activities incorporate
the Food Guide Pyramid, patterns, geometry, measurement, fractions, estimations, and more. A
delicious way to learn about math and nutrition. Suitable for ages: 5-9 years

Growing Vegetable Soup
Lois Ehlert
Econo-Clad Books, 1999, 32 pp.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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ISBN: 0-15-232575-1
Abstract: This colorful juvenile work relates the story of a father and child who plant a vegetable garden
and harvest it in order to make vegetable soup. Recipes for vegetable soup are included.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

H.E.BUDDY: Learning to be a healthy buddy

Chermaine Tyler, Ph.D. and Craig A. Johnston, Ph.D., Deborah L. Woehler, MS, RD, LD
Advance Publishers, 2008, 40 pp.
ISBN: 1-57973-353-0
Abstract: This book serves as a wonderful, colorful resource for teachers, parents and caregivers when
discussing with children the right foods for maintaining a healthy dietary intake. Physical activity needs
and ideas are also presented. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato

Lauren Child
Candlewick Press, 2000, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-76-361188-3
Abstract: Sometimes Charlie has to give his little sister her dinner and this is difficult because
Lola is a very fussy eater. Charlie tries something new which shows that children’s tastes are often based
on preconception rather than on taste buds. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

The Magic School Bus: Inside the Human Body
Joanna Cole
Scholastic Trade, 1990, 40 pp.
ISBN: 0-59-041427-5
Abstract: Part of The Magic School Bus series. Details the process of digestion through a journey inside
the body. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

The Quest to Digest

Mary K. Corcoran
Charlesbridge Publishing, 2006, 32 pp.
ISBN-10: 1570916659
Abstract: This graphically appealing, colorful, and fact-rich story describes the importance of food to the
body by following an apple as it goes through the human digestion system. While there is no index, it is
fairly easy to find information on each stage of digestion, from eating, saliva production, and movement
through the esophagus, stomach, and intestines to the happy ending. Suitable for ages: 9-12.

Up, Down, and Around

Katherine Ayres
Candlewick Press, 2008, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-76-364017-4

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Abstract: Two children learn all about vegetables when helping plant and raise a garden full of
vegetables. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.
Vegetable Dreams/ Huerto Sonado
Dawn Jeffers
Raven Tree Press, 2006, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-97-709060-4
Abstract: A bilingual story about a little girl who wants her own garden but her parents don’t think she’s
old enough. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

The Vegetables We Eat

Gail Gibbons
Holiday House, 2008, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-82-342153-8
Abstract: Beautiful pictures accompany a wealth of information about vegetables. Suitable for ages: 4-8
years.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Eric Carle
The Putnam Publishing Group, 1986, 23 pp.
ISBN: 0-39-920853-4
Abstract: A narrative about a hungry caterpillar who eats his way from one food to the next growing up
to be a beautiful butterfly. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

What Happens to Your Food?

Alastair Smith and Maria Wheatley
Usborne Bookes, 2003, 16 pp.
ISBN: 0-79-450643-7
Abstract: A book about how food moves through the digestive track, contains many pictures.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Angelina and Alice

Katherine Holabird
Viking Juvenile, 2006, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-67-006125-5
Abstract: Angelina and Alice are best friends and love to do gymnastics together but they have a rough
patch in their friendship when Alice makes fun of Angelina’s ability to do hand stands.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Bend and Stretch: Learning about Your Bones and Muscles

Pamela Hill Nettleton
Picture Window Books, 2006, 24 pp.
ISBN: 1-40-480507-9
Abstract: Teaches children the importance of staying healthy and treating their bones and muscles well.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

The Bouncing, Dancing, Galloping ABC
Charlotte Doyle
Putnam Juvenile, 2006, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-39-923778-X
Abstract: ABC’s book encouraging physical activity. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

The Busy Body Book: A Kid’s Guide to Fitness

Lizzy Rockwell
Crown Books for Young Readers, 2004, 40 pp.
ISBN: 0-37-582203-8
Abstract: Introduces the different body systems as well as encouraging participating in physical activity.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

I Can Play Soccer
Edana Eckert
Franklin Watts, 2002, 24 pp.
ISBN: 0-51-624031-5
Abstract: Multiethnic children participate in sports with their parents. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

I Can Ride a Bike

Edana Eckart
Children’s Press, 2002, 24 pp.
ISBN: 0-51-624032-3
Abstract: Depiction of different children participating in different kinds of physical activity.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

This is Baseball

Margaret Blackstone
Henry Holt & Co., 1993, 32 pp.
ISBN: 0-80-505169-4
Abstract: A great introduction to baseball for young sports fans. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

This Is Daniel Cook on a Hike

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Yvette Ghione
Kids Can Press, 2006, 24 pp.
ISBN: 1-55-453080-6
Abstract: Daniel explores nature through a guided hike, while getting plenty of physical activity.
Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

My Daddy Is a Pretzel: Yoga for Parents and Kids

Baron Baptiste
Barefoot Books, 2004, 48 pp.
ISBN: 1-84-148151-3
Abstract: The parents of children share their occupations with the children and each occupation is
accompanied by a yoga pose. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Play Ball with Me!

Lynn Reiser
Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2006, 28 pp.
ISBN: 0-37-583244-0
Abstract: Animals play five different kinds of ball games. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

RECIPES
The Healthy Body Cookbook

Joan D’Amico & Karen Drummond
Wiley, John & Sons, Inc., 1998, 192 pp.
ISBN: 0-47-118888-3
Abstract: Filled with lots of hands-on lessons about the important roles that diet and exercise play in the
development of our bodies. All activities are kid tested and require only common ingredients and
kitchen utensils. Suitable for ages: 9-12 years.

Healthy Snacks for Kids

Penny Warner
Bristol Publishing Enterprises, 2007, 160 pp.
ISBN-10: 1558673369
Abstract: This snack cookbook is designed to provide creative ways to get children to eat healthful
foods. Suitable for ages: 6-10 years.

The Healthy Start Kids’ Cookbook

Sandra Nissenberg, R.D.
Wiley, John and Sons, Inc., 1994, 200 pp. ISBN: 0-47-134733-7

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Abstract: Fun and healthy recipes that kids can make themselves. Shows that making nutritious food can
be just as much fun as eating it. This illustrated cookbook contains 90 fun kid-tested recipes. Suitable for
ages: 6-10 years.

Kids First Cookbook

American Cancer Society
American Cancer Society, 2000, 96 pp.
ISBN-10: 0944235190
Abstract: A cookbook with a contemporary look filled with nutrition information. In addition to the 53
recipes, the book includes instructions on how to read a food label, kitchen safety, and a guide to the
food pyramid. Suitable for ages: 4-8 years.

Quick Meals for Healthy Kids and Busy Parents
Sandra Nissenberg, R.D., Margaret Bogle, R.D., and Audrey Wright, R.D.
Chronimed Publishing, 1995, 234 pp.
ISBN: 1-56-561064-4

Abstract: This cookbook contains over 140 tasty, healthy, and easy recipes that kids and
parents can make in no time. It also includes suggestions for snacks and lunchboxes, information
on the food guide pyramid, and timesaving ideas for the kitchen. Suitable for ages: 7-12 years.
Source: Food and Nutrition Information Center, USDA

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Elementary- Geared Nutrition and Physical Activity Sites
BAM Body and Mind (www.bam.gov)
A CDC site with health information for kids and a teacher's corner too.

Eat Smart Play Hard (www.fns.usda.gov/eatsmartplayhardkids/)
Games, activities and information about physical activity and nutrition.

Kidnetic (www.kidnetic.com)
Healthy eating and active living information for “tweens”

Kids Health (kidshealth.org/kid/stay_healthy/fit/nutrition_center.html)
A Nemours Foundation Website that provides award-winning health information.

Nutrition Explorations KIDS (www.nutritionexplorations.org/kids/main.asp)
Nutrition games, activities, shopping lists and recipes for kids.

Smart Mouth (www.cspinet.org/smartmouth/index1.html)
Factoids, information and activities to build a healthy meal, learn about marketing and
advertising, and much more...great for older kids!

Play60 (www.nflrush.com/health//)
NFL PLAY 60 is a campaign focused on increasing the wellness of young fans by encouraging
them to be active for at least 60 minutes a day.

Oliver Foundation(www.oliverfoundation.org)
The Oliver Foundation website provides ideas for breakfast, lunch and healthy snacks. Monthly
nutrition and physical activity related Newsletters are available online and by free subscription.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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SCIENCE

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Apple Oxidation
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will experiment with the concept of oxidation using apples.

Materials:
Apples
Oranges

paper bowls

Description:
In class, the teacher will cut the apples in half. Two halves should be given to each group of
students along with two bowls and a slice of an orange. Students should squeeze plenty of
orange juice onto just one of the apple halves and place in a bowl. The other apple half should
be placed in the other bowl without adding any orange juice.
Bowls should be placed aside and left uncovered for at least half an hour.
Students should then examine the apple halves and notice how they are different. The one in
the orange juice should look fresh, just as before, but the other should look drier and it should
have started turning brown.
Tell students that this happens because the cut apples interact with the oxygen in the air, which
is why it is important to cover up food and keep it refrigerated. The acid from the orange juice
slows down the oxidation process and keeps the apple white and fresh.
Tell the students this is a good method to keep apple and pear slices for lunch, white and fresh.
Cut up the fruit at home, add a little orange juice and put in air tight bag or container for lunch.
Pineapple or pineapple juice works too. Both the pineapple and orange give the fruit a good
flavor.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Water, Water, Everywhere
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will find out the importance of water in life by figuring out the water content in fruits
and vegetables.

Materials:
Fruits and vegetables
paper plates

food scale
paper towels

Description:
Teachers will talk about the importance of water in all kinds of life, reminding students that we
are made up of mostly water which is why we need to stay hydrated. An easy way to see how
much water is in nature is by looking at fruits and vegetables; they are also filled with water!
-

Weigh slices of apples, bananas, potatoes and celery and have students record the weight
on a chart.

-

Leave the food slices out on paper plates, cover with a paper towel, and reweigh them daily
for 3-5 days.

Once measurements are done, ask students which food lost the most weight and the least
weight.

Have more water & less sugary beverages!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Lub-Dub – The Heart
Grade: 3rd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn about the heart through visual aids and will learn how it is connected to the
oxygen.

Materials:
Teacher created - Color diagram of the
Heart transparency
Teacher created - Outline diagram of the
Heart transparency

stethoscopes
overhead markers
markers

Description:
The circulatory system is introduced using an overhead that shows the heart and the major
blood vessels; the arteries in red and the veins in blue.
Students are asked “Why do you think the vessels are two colors in this diagram?”
Answers should be taken from several students until oxygen or no oxygen comes up.
The teacher then asks students to take deep breaths and feel how their lungs feel when they
are filled up with air.
Describe to them that they are like balloons filling up with air. Then, discuss how the blood
circulates to the lungs to pick up oxygen and then it is pumped back out to the body and brain.
Use an overhead transparency diagram of the heart with the chambers and blood flow routes.
Have students take turns going up and marking with red where the heart contains oxygen rich
blood. If they mark an incorrect area, erase it and color it blue and continue until the heart
diagram is complete.
Describe to students how their heart is the size of their fist and ask them to trace their fist and
then add the chambers and blood vessels to the diagram. They should color it to show the
veins without the oxygen and the arteries with oxygen.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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While students are working on their diagrams, in small groups the teacher can show students
how to take each other’s heart rates take to see how many times in one minute their heart
beats.
Students should note their resting heart rate and then run in place to compare how exercise
increases heart beats per minute. Students can also listen to heartbeats using stethoscopes.
Lesson by Harriet Mantini, Debbie Reynolds, Carol Crittenden, and Shar Hudson of Lexington Creek Elementary,
Missouri City, TX

Increase active play & decrease screen time!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Using the Five Senses
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will review the five senses.

Materials:
Five Senses cards
Picture cards

Description:
Teachers will explain the five senses to the students.
The sense cards and picture cards will be shuffled separately and each student will pick one
from each pile.
The student will then describe their item using the sense that they picked.
Students can then be divided into groups and asked to come up with a breakfast item and
describe it using all five senses. For example, if a student picks the “crayon box” card and the
“FEEL” card, the student can describe the crayon box with words such as “hard, with sharp
edges, and smooth sides”.

Enjoy a healthy breakfast!

www.oliverfoundation.org

A Book

Crayon box

Sandwich

Celery

Carton of milk

Notebook

Pencil

Backpack

Brown lunch sack

Orange

Sight

Smell
Sound

Taste

Feel

Sight

Smell
Sound

Taste

Feel
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Lesson Title: Water Cycle Game
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn about the water cycle and engage in physical activity.

Materials:
Chalk

Description:
This game is meant to be played outdoors, but if that is not possible, a modified version can be
played in a large room. The teacher will first go over the water cycle. In order for the
students to better understand it, they can play this game.
Set up: Three areas need to be designated as Ocean Section, Cloud Section (with 2 or 3
clouds), and Nimbus Section (with 1 or 2 nimbus clouds). The areas should form a circle with
each other. Seven or eight students will start in the ocean, 6 students will split into 2 clouds (3
on each mat) and 5 students will stand on the Nimbus Cloud. The teacher is the sun.
Once everyone is in position, the groups are taught the following information:
Ocean Section-The Ocean People shout out “Evaporation” and run to the Cloud Section.
- They want to become clouds.
- It takes 3 people standing on a Cloud Section to become a cloud.
- If they can’t become a cloud, they are a water droplet and stay in the Cloud Section. On
their next turn they stand on the Cloud Section and wait for other Ocean People to join
them so they can become a cloud.
Cloud Section- Only Clouds (groups of 3) can shout out “Condensation” and run to the
Nimbus Section.
- They want to become a Nimbus Cloud.
- It takes 5 people standing in the Nimbus Section to become a Nimbus Cloud.
- If they can’t become a Nimbus Cloud, they stay in the Nimbus Section. On their next turn
they stand on the Nimbus Section and wait for other Cloud People to join them.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Nimbus Section- Once you are a Nimbus Cloud (group of 5), you shout out “Precipitation” and
run to the Ocean Section. (It doesn’t matter how many people are in the Ocean Section.)
-

When the teacher blows the whistle, all 3 groups start and move to the next section (if they
can).
They then wait for the teacher’s whistle to continue on with the cycle.

Increase active play & decrease screen time!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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MATH

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Fruit Robot
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice using basic shapes with fruit.

Materials:
Fruit (bananas, grapes, strawberries, melon)
Plates
Bowls

Toothpicks
Plastic spoons
Napkins

Description:
Make sure that students wash their hands thoroughly before this activity.
Teachers should prepare by cutting up fruit into geometric shapes; the bananas into cylinders,
grapes into ovals, strawberries into triangles, and melon into squares. Place each fruit in a
different bowl.
Teachers can introduce this lesson by reviewing some of the basic shapes and telling students
that these shapes can be found everywhere. Ask students to find shapes around the classroom.
After most students have pointed an object out, they should be told that they can even find
these shapes in things we eat like fruits!
Pass out bowls of the cut-up fruit and tell students that they will be creating a fruit robot with
the fruit shapes and toothpicks. Have students use spoons to take out the pieces of fruits they
will use. They should work over the plate. After they have shown the completed robot, they
are welcome to eat this nutritious snack!
The lesson can be done with cut-up vegetables too.

Opt for healthy snacks!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Portion Right
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice measuring foods using 1 cup, ½ cup, and ¼ cup measurements. Students
will also practice reading nutrition labels on food packages.

Materials:
Variety of healthy whole-grain cereals
Bowls
Plastic measuring cups

Skim milk
Plastic spoons

Description:
This lesson will show students how much they actually eat compared to the suggested serving
sizes.
To begin ask students:

How many of you eat cereal for breakfast? (Mention that it is important to eat breakfast
everyday!)

Which cereal do you eat?

Do you always eat the same amount?
-

Give each child a bowl; try to find bowls that are similar in size to what most people use at
home.
Have the students pour out the amount of cereal they would usually eat.
Have them pour the cereals from the bowls into the measuring cups and mark down the
amount of cereal.
Next, have the students look for the serving size on the Nutrition Facts label.
Have them compare the amount measured with the serving size on the box and discuss the
difference.
Have students measure a correct portion of cereal into their bowl. Then ask them to
measure the correct portion of milk to the bowl. Then students can eat their example of a
properly portioned bowl of cereal.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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When they eat cereal at home they’ll know how to read the package and measure correct
portions.

Let the students know that the serving size on the box may vary depending on the cereal
chosen, which is why it is important to always play close attention to the serving size.

Enjoy a healthy breakfast!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: A Taste of the Market
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn about shopping at a market and will learn how to shop with a budget in
mind.

Materials:

A Taste of the Mexican Market by Nancy

Maria Grande Tabor
budget sheet
photographs of products with prices, use
grocery store flyers

create laminated cards for each student
with a budget
play money

Description:
Teachers will introduce the activity by asking students if they have ever been to a market and
follow up by asking if they’ve ever been to one outside of the country. Teachers should
mention that every culture has their own traditional markets and today they will be learning
about a typical Mexican market.
-

Have students point out where Mexico is on a world map or globe.

-

The class will read A Taste of the Mexican Market out loud.

-

After reading, tell students that they will pretend they will be having a gathering at their
house, so they need to buy products from the market. The amount of people they invite
will depend on how much food they can buy.

-

Each student will select a budget card at random and that is how much money they will
have to spend.

-

Using the laminated photographs of the products with prices, they will figure out what to
buy and how much, they will write this up on their budget sheet.

-

At the end, the students should present how many people they plan to invite and what they
have bought.

www.oliverfoundation.org

A Taste of the Market
Budget:___________
Product

Price

Quantity

Total

Money Left
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Lesson Title: 100 Fruits and Vegetables
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice counting and subtraction and learn about a variety of fruits and
vegetables.

Materials:
100 Fruits and Vegetables Sheet
follow-up lesson: variety of fruits and/or vegetables

Description:
This activity can be incorporated into lessons for the 100th day of classes. Teachers will
introduce the activity by beginning a conversation on the enormous variety of fruits and
vegetables throughout the world.
-

Teachers will then distribute a 100 Fruits and Vegetables Sheet to each student and they
will ask them to circle all the fruits that they have tried before.

-

Students should then be asked to count up all the circles to determine the number that they
have tasted and then subtract that number from 100 to determine how many of the fruits
and vegetables they have not tasted.

As a follow-up activity, the teacher can determine the five fruits and vegetables that most
students have not tried and have a taste test for the students.
Throughout the activity teachers should emphasize the importance of eating at least 5-A-Day of
fruits and vegetables, which should be easy now that they know of the selection they have
available!

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org

100 Fruits and Vegetables
Circle the fruits and vegetables that you have tried before.

Avacado

Banana

Eggplant

Fig

Grapefruit

Apricot

Raspberry

Romaine Lettuce

Cranberry

Watercress

Cantaloupe

Peach

Kiwi Fruit

Lime

Mango

Chili Pepper

Persimmon

Butternut Squash

Dragonfruit

Kohlrabi

Nectarine

Olive

Iceberg Lettuce

Starfruit

Tomato

Prickly Pear

Garlic

Blackberry

Shallot

Honeydew Melon

Asparagus

Watermelon

Zucchini

Broccoli

Carrot

Acorn Squash

Jujube

Daikon

Clemintine

Rutabaga

Spinach

Onion

Brussels sprouts

Cabbage

Corn

Mandarin Orange

Potato

Turnip

Granny Smith Apple

Water Chestnut

Beet

Green Bell Pepper

Cucumber

Pumpkin

Tomatillo

Cherimoya

Lemon

Black Currant

Tangerine

Pomelo

Green beans

Green Grapes

Peas

Celery

Leek

Gooseberry

Artichoke

Key Lime

Guava

Cauliflower

Coconut

Sweet Potato

Jicama

Parsnip

Radish

Passion Fruit

Collard Greens

Mushroom

Plantain

Kumquat

Red Delicious Apple

Orange

Cherry

Plum

Strawberry

Kale

Green Onion

Lychee

Red Bell Pepper

Endive Lettuce

Ugli Fruit

Blueberry

Pear

Red Grapes

Pomegranate

Pineapple

Okra

Cassava

Snap Peas

Papaya
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Lesson Title: Picnic Math
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will divide foods of a picnic lunch into equal portions so that all guests have the same
amount.

Materials:
Picnic Math Worksheet,
crayons/markers

food models or pictures of appropriate
food portions
large food drawings, or examples of foods

Have a mix of some dividable foods (foods that can be cut or broken into pieces, ex: sandwich,
piece of fruit) and some multiple foods (multi-packs of a single type of food, ex: bag with four
crackers in it, 6- pack of water bottles).

Description:
Teachers will introduce the lesson by beginning a talk on picnics and the idea of equally splitting
food with others. The teacher will use the food models to demonstrate how to divide items.
The students will then complete the Picnic Math Worksheet individually. Extension and Food
Service activities are also presented.
Adapted from netx.squaremeals.org from the Texas Department of Agriculture

Serve a smart portion size!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Activities and Strategies:
Ask the class to explain the concept of a “picnic”(meal eaten outdoors; meal eaten away from
home). Explain that, although people have been eating outdoors during their entire history, the
picnics we know today – meals packed in baskets and eaten outdoors – came into fashion about
200 years ago.
Prompt students for examples of their favorite picnic foods. Remind them that what is
considered “typical” picnic food depends upon the location where the dining occurs (your own
backyard vs. a boat), the type of transportation or facilities available (picnic during a hike on a
nature trail vs. a picnic out of a camper in a National park), and regional food preferences
(Northeastern clambakes vs. Southern barbeques).
Ask how many students have ever shared a large apple with a sibling or friend. How did they
divide the fruit? (Cut in two pieces? Shared bites back and forth?) How would you share a
cluster of grapes? (Each take one until they are all gone? Sort them into two piles and then eat
them?) How do you make sure that you get your fair share of the treat?
Explain that someone's “fair share” is another way of saying their portion. A portion is a section
or piece of a whole item.
In today's exercise, some friends are going on a picnic. Each person is hungry, so the foods
must be split equally among the guests. Because these are paper foods, you will color each
person's portion (“fair share”) a different color.
Using the demonstration models/examples, show students how to divide a single item or a
group of items between two guests, three guests, and four guests while serving the correct
portion size. Let the kids know that there may be food left over if only two people show up
for a picnic that has food for four. If you are using food models, tape lines can be used to
“divide” the food. With drawings, colored-chalk or markers can indicate the “cut” line. With
actual food, be sure to let students decide whether or not each person in the party got a fair
share of each food.
After the demonstration, have the students name the number of parts in each food.
Remind them that all of the parts equal one whole item. Name the parts (halves, thirds,
quarters) and have the students count the “parts” as you reassemble the whole item.
As practicable, show the simple fractions associated with each part.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Either individually or as a class, have the students complete the Picnic Math worksheet. If
students are ready, ask them to write the simple fraction associated with each portion.
Extension Activities:
Ask the class to brainstorm their “perfect picnic lunch”. Emphasize the need for all of the
typical components of a meal and adequate sources of all of the major food groups. Encourage
the class to avoid foods high in fats and processed sugars (desserts, sodas, etc.); have them
think of replacement foods (low- fat milk, skim milk or 100% fruit juice in lieu of soda; carrot
sticks instead of potato chips).
Food Service Activities:
Ask the Food Service Personnel to give the class a tour of the school's kitchen and demonstrate
how serving sizes/portions are determined for the students. For example: the size of the
serving utensils and number of scoops given, grids for dividing pre-made baked goods. Ask the
Food Service Personnel to explain what would happen if too little or too much of a food is
given to students (ex: students eat too much or too little and feel sick or become unhealthy;
excess food is thrown away and wasted; limited stores might be used up too rapidly).
Adapted from netx.squaremeals.org .

www.oliverfoundation.org

Name ___________________________

Picnic Math
1. Adam and Beth have packed a picnic lunch to share in the park. Divide
each food item in half. Color Adam’s portion red. Color Beth’s portion
blue.

2. Adam, Beth, and Cindy all decide to have a picnic at the beach. Divide
the foods equally between the three of them. Color Adam’s portion red.
Color Beth’s portion blue. Color Cindy’s portion yellow.

3. Adam, Beth, Cindy, and David go hiking in the woods. Divide the food
items equally into four parts. Color Adam’s portion red; Beth’s, blue;
Cindy’s, yellow; and David’s, green.
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Lesson Title: Have You the Time of Day?
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will read a story about a day in the life of a farmer and practice reading and telling
time on an analog clock.

Materials:
“Have You the Time of Day?” story and worksheet

Description:
The teacher will read the story aloud to the class, making sure to emphasize the importance of
eating 3 low-fat dairy products a day! Review telling time on an analog clock. The teacher will
then pass out Worksheet B.
The worksheet asks students to draw the hands on the clock in the correct position for the
provided times, they will then rewrite the times with either a.m. or p.m.
Using Worksheet C, students can fill out the events and times to reflect their own schedules.
For example, the time they woke up today, the time they had breakfast, the time the left for
school, etc. This may be done as a class using a transparency of worksheet C for younger
students.
Materials produced by Oklahoma Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources.

Choose 3-A-Day servings of low-fat dairy products!
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Have You the Time of Day?

Name ______________________________________________________________

Read the story. Use the facts to complete the clock
problems.
The day begins early on the farm. Farmer Smith is
helping out this week at his neighbor’s dairy. Farmer
Brown’s son usually helps with the milking, but he is away for a short
vacation. While Farmer Brown’s son is away the cows must still be
milked.
Farmer Smith will get up at 4:30 a.m. He will be at the dairy and
ready to milk by 5:30 a.m. The milk truck will come at 8:00 a.m. They
must be finished milking and cleaning by then. After that Mr. Smith takes
care of chores on his own farm. At 11:00 am, he eats lunch.
Mr. Smith got a new tractor last year. It has a cab with an air-conditioner, so Mr. Smith can work during the heat of the day. At 2:00 p.m.,
when the sun is hot, Farmer Smith goes out to bale hay.
Farmer Smith will stop at 4:30 p.m. to go help Farmer Brown milk.
He will eat dinner at 7:00 p.m. with his wife, then go back to the hay
field. The Smiths will be in bed early tonight, probably by 9:30 p.m. It
has been a long day, and the new day will begin early on the farm.

Produced by Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, OSU, inn cooperation with the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and Forestry and the Oklahoma State Department of Education, 2005.

Have You the Time of Day?

Name ______________________________________________________________

Draw the hands on the clocks. Write the times.
Milk.
Get up.
12
4:30 a.m.
___:______

Meet milk
truck.
8:00 a.m.
___:______

Bale hay.
2:00 p.m.
___:______

Eat dinner.
7:00 p.m.
___:______

10

11

1

9

8

10

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

10

10

7
11

6
12

5
1

7

11

6
12

5

1

2
4

6

5

___:______

11:00 a.m.
___:______

Milk.
2
4

4:30 p.m.
___:______

Go to bed.
2

3

7

5:30 a.m.

Eat lunch.

3

9

8

4

3

9

8

2

4

9:30 p.m.
___:______

10

11

12

B
1

9

8

10

3

7
11

6

12

5
1

9

8

10

10

7
11

6
12

5
1

2
4

2

3

7

11

6
12

5

1

9

8

4

3

9

8

2

4

2

3

7

Produced by Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, OSU, inn cooperation with the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and Forestry and the Oklahoma State Department of Education, 2005.

6

5

4

Have You the Time of Day

Name ______________________________________________________________

C

Write the times you do things in your day. Draw the hands on the
clocks, then write the times.
Wake up.
___:______
____________
___:______
____________
___:______

____________
___:______

10

11

12

1

9

8

10

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

10

10

7
11

6
12

5
1

2
4

2

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

4

3

9

8

2

4

2

3

7

6

5

4

____________
___:______
____________
___:______
____________
___:______

____________
___:______

10

11

12

1

9

8

10

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

10

10

7
11

6
12

5
1

2
4

2

3

7
11

6
12

5
1

9

8

4

3

9

8

2

4

2

3

7

Produced by Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service, Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, OSU, inn cooperation with the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and Forestry and the Oklahoma State Department of Education, 2005.
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5

4
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Lesson Title: The SquareMeals Scorecard
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn recommendations for fruit and vegetable consumption and amount of
physical activity. They will practice adding up time and fractions (halves).

Materials:
SquareMeals Scorecard worksheet

Description:
Teachers will use the Scorecard worksheet to teach the students the recommended amounts
of fruit and vegetables they should eat as well as the amount of exercise they should get. As a
class, the students can brainstorm different ways to get the recommended amounts of exercise.
The teacher will assign the worksheet as a week-long assignment and will explain the quantities
(1/2 cup, 15 minutes) and how the amount of servings should total to the recommended
amount.
Adapted from netx.squaremeals.org from the Texas Department of Agriculture.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Smart Snack Shopping
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will calculate the total of a quantity of coins and determine if it is sufficient to buy a
product at a given price. They will identify healthy snack foods and the reasons to choose them.

Materials:
Smart Snack Shopping Picture Page (use as transparency)
Smart Snack Shopping Worksheet

Description:
Teachers will discuss money matters with students as well as the importance of budgeting.
They will then explain that healthy eating is a good way to stretch a dollar.
Using the worksheets provided, students will pretend they are buying a snack at a store and will
have to figure out if the coins they have are enough to purchase the item.
Adapted from netx.squaremeals.org from the Texas Department of Agriculture.

Opt for healthy snacks!

www.oliverfoundation.org

3

+
+

Learn what it takes to earn a good grade in eating healthy and exercising regularly.
Here’s how to keep score! Color in a number for each 1/2 cup of fruits or vegetables
you eat each day. Color in a number for every 15 minutes of exercise you get each day.

4
5

—––––
A+!

fruit goals

Physical
Activity Goals

Vegetable Goals

A good goal for active
school-age children is
1 1/2 cups of fruits a day.*

School-age children need
60 minutes of physical activity
a day for healthy benefits.

A good goal for active
school-age children is 2 to 2 1/2
cups of vegetables a day.*

1= 1/2 cup2

sun
mon
tue
wed
thur
fri

1/2

1= 15minutes
2

3

4

1/2

CUP

CUP

CUP

1

2

3

cup
1= 1/22
3
1/2

1

2

3

4

1/2

1/2

4
1/2

5
1/2

CUP

CUP

CUP

CUP

CUP

1

2

3

4

5

Suggestion:

Eat seven or eight
baby carrots

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Suggestion:

Eat an apple with your
school or summer lunch

1

2

3

Suggestion:

Jump rope 300 times

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

Suggestion:

Fix a baseball-sized salad
of leafy Texas lettuce

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Suggestion:

Try six pear slices the
size of dominos

1

2

3

Suggestion:

Dance to three favorite songs

sat

Scorecard !

uare Meals
the Sq

1/2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

*Scorecard Recommendations: Goals are different for different people depending on age, gender and
level of physical activity. Find out exactly how much colorful fruits and vegetables you need each day
by getting your personal food guide pyramid at www.mypyramid.gov.
A Program of the Texas Department of Agriculture’s
Food and Nutrition Division

Visit the “For Kids” area on www.squaremeals.org to download extra copies of the Scorecard. You can also visit this Web site or call (888) TEX-KIDS for school
meal program details, healthy recipes and more. Square Meals is the Texas Department of Agriculture’s school nutrition education and outreach program, funded
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service. USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service is dedicated to providing nutritionally balanced meals to
children each school day. TDA is an equal opportunity provider.

Aprende lo que debes hacer para ganar un buen grado en comer sano y ejercitar regularmente.

3

+
+

Aquí es cómo marcar los tantos! Colorea un número por cada 1/2 taza de frutas y verduras
que comes cada día. Colorea un número por cada 15 minutos de ejercicio que hagas cada día.

4
5

—––––
A+!

Metas Para Frutas

Metas Para
Actividad Fisica

Metas Para
Verduras

Una buena meta para niños
activos de edad escolar es 1 1/2
taza de frutas cada día.*

Los niños de edad escolar necesitan
60 minutos de actividad física al
día para obtener ventajas sanas.

Una buena meta para niños
activos de edad escolar es 2 a 2 1/2
tazas de verduras cada día.*

1= 1/2 taza2

lun
mar
mie
jue
vie
sab

El Marcador de
!
Comidas Balanceadas

dom

1/2

1/2

3

1= 15minutos
2 3

4

1/2

taza

taza

taza

1

2

3

taza 3
1= 1/22
1/2

1

2

3

4

1/2

1/2

4
1/2

5
1/2

taza

taza

taza

taza

taza

1

2

3

4

5

Sugerencia:

Come siete u ocho
pequeñas zanahorias

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Sugerencia:

Come una manzana con su
almuerzo escolar o veraniego

1

2

3

Sugerencia:

Salte la cuerda 300 veces

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

Sugerencia:

Fije una ensalada el tamaño de
un béisbol de lechuga Texana

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Sugerencia:

Prueba seis tajadas de pera
el tamaño de dominós

1

2

3

Sugerencia:

Baila a tres canciones favoritas

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

*Recomendaciones para el marcador: Las metas son diferentes para diferentes personas dependiendo de
su edad, sexo y nivel de actividad física. Descubra exactamente cuántas frutas y verduras usted necesita
cada día consiguiendo su pirámide personal de la guía del alimento en www.mypyramid.gov.
A Program of the Texas Department of Agriculture’s
Food and Nutrition Division

Visite el area de niños en www.squaremeals.gov para transferir copias adicionales del marcador. Tambien puede visitar este sitio en la Red o llamar al (888) TEX-KIDS para
detalles acerca del programa de comidas escolares, recetas saludables y mas. Square Meals es el programa escolar de promoción y educación sobre la nutrición del Departamento
de Agricultura de Texas, financiado por Servicios de Alimentos y Nutrición del Departamento de Agricultura de EE.UU. El TDA ofrece igualdad de oportunidades para todos.
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Smart Snack Shopping
Objective:
• Calculate the total of a quantity of coins and determine whether it is sufficient to buy a
product at a given price.
• Identify reasons for choosing foods wisely (smart shopping).
• Identify types of healthy snack foods.
Activities and Strategies:
Ask students if they have ever heard the expression “I'm as hungry as a horse.” Explain that
there are a lot of these expressions in the English language. Display the top half of the Smart
Snack Shopping Picture Page on an overhead projector. Ask students to look at the pictures
and try to see if they can figure out the expressions.
After a few minutes, review with students the basis and/or meaning of the expressions:
- Money in the Bank
- Growing a Money Tree (or, popular among parents, “Money does not grow on trees”)
- Stretching a Dollar
- Time is Money
- Breaking the Bank
Ask students if they get an allowance. Ask students if they have ever tried to save money
before. Why did they save their money? Did it take a long time to save up enough?
Explain to students that adults have to budget – or spend carefully – the money that they earn
so that they can afford all of the necessary items in life. Ask students to name some necessary
expenses for which adults must budget money. Explain the difference between necessary and
desired items.
Food expenses are a necessary part of every adult's budget. Every person needs to eat every
day – and food is never free. To conserve money to pay for all of the other expenses each
month, it is important for adults to know how to spend their money wisely.
One way to spend food money more effectively is to choose your purchases carefully.
Some foods provide calories with few nutrients, such as vitamins and minerals, which keep you
healthy. It is important to remember, when you are shopping or ordering food in a restaurant,
to consider not just the worth of a meal in terms of monetary value, but also its nutritional
value. Ask students if they know of any foods that provide calories, fat, or sugar – but not very

www.oliverfoundation.org
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many healthy nutrients – prompt students by saying that they might have heard these foods
“junk foods.”
Explain that in today's lesson, students will be asked to consider buying some snack foods.
Snacks are an important part of the diet of young people, but you should choose your snack
foods wisely. Try to eat healthy snacks, which will give the most nutrients for each calorie and
dollar spent. Provide the following examples of healthy snack foods: a piece of fresh fruit, raw
vegetable sticks, a bowl of whole grain cereal, a glass of skim milk, a cup of low-fat yogurt, or a
roll with peanut butter. Ask students to name some other healthy snack foods.
Display the bottom half of the Smart Snack Shopping Picture Page and ask the students to
identify the types of coins shown, and their values.
Distribute the Smart Snack Shopping Worksheet. For this exercise, students should pretend
that they are going to the store to buy a snack. Each row will represent a time that they
entered the store for something to eat. In the first column, students will see a type of snack
food and the price at which that food sells. In the second column, students will see the
collection of coins that they had in their pocket when they entered the store. Students will
need to add up the value of the coins and write the amount on the blank line.
Then they will need to compare the amounts to see if they have enough money in their pocket
to buy that snack. If they do, they should write “Yes” in the final column. If they do not, they
should write “No.”
Work as a class through the first row in the chart. Ask students to complete the worksheet on
their own. The worksheet can be reviewed as a class, or collected for assessment.
Wrap up the lesson by discussing different methods for stretching food budgets:
- Buying food when it is on sale or discounted. (Mention seasonal fruits and vegetables.)
- Shopping at discount stores.
- Clipping coupons.
- Buying generic brands.
Extension Activities:
Visit a local grocery store and tally up the prices for a short shopping list. Allow students to see
how expensive food can be – and that there are good ways to stretch a budget. Ask the
grocery store manager to explain why certain foods (such as seasonal produce) may cost more
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or less at different times of the year, and ways that the store can help shoppers save money
(weekly sales, coupons, etc.).
For all of the examples where there were insufficient funds to buy that snack, ask students to
draw the types and numbers of coins that would be required to make up the difference.
From the Texas Department of Agriculture

www.oliverfoundation.org

Funny Money Phrases

Know Your Coins
What Am I?

How much am I worth?

Smart Shopping Worksheet
Snack Price

Name: __________________

How much money do you have?

Buy it?

= _____

______

= 82 ¢

= _____

______

= 68 ¢

= _____

______

= 25 ¢

= 54 ¢

= _____

______

= 47 ¢

= _____

______

= 95 ¢

= _____

______

= _____

______

= _____

______

= 33 ¢

= 76 ¢
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Lesson Title: Serving Size Coloring Sheets
Grade: 1st – 5th
Objective:
Students will get acquainted with serving size equivalents through visual aids.

Materials:
Fruits&Veggies More Matters® Coloring Sheets
Set of measuring cups – ½ & 1 cup

Description:
Teachers will emphasize the importance of portion size when selecting their meals. They will
use the Coloring Sheets to demonstrate a real-world example of the measurements discussed
(1 cup vs. ½ cup).
If possible, you may want to show real fruits shown on the coloring sheets and give students an
opportunity to measure and taste them.
Coloring sheets obtained from fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org.

Serve a smart portion size!

Fruit
1 cup
www.oliverfoundation.org

Fruit

cup equivalents

What does 1 cup look like?
Fruits shown at actual size.

Hey kids!
Color the
fruit.

1 medium
apple

2¾"

1 cup
What about ½ cup?
That’s just 1 cup
divided in 2!

fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org

1 large
banana

1 cup
1 cup
¹⁄8 cantaloupe
(1 slice)

8"

Vegetables

What does 1 cup look like?

cup equivalents

1 small potato

Hey kids!
Color the
veggies.

Vegetables shown
at actual size.

1 large
corn cob

1 cup
2¾"

1 cup
What about ½ cup?
That’s just 1 cup
divided in 2!

fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org

12 baby
carrots

8"

1 cup

Dried

1 cup fresh is equivalent to ½ cup dried !

cup equivalents

32 grapes

1 cup

fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org

Hey kids!
It’s coloring
time.

=

½ cup raisins

½ cup

Chopped, Mashed or Sliced
cup equivalents

1 cup measures volume not shape

Hey kids!
Have fun
coloring.

1 cup
1 cup chopped yam

fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org

=

1 cup
1 cup mashed yam

=

1 cup
1 cup sliced yam
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PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
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Morning Exercises
Jumping Jacks
Push Ups
Calf Raises- while standing, rise up onto your toes and squeeze your lower leg at the top of
the lift, can be alternating up and down, or held at the top of the lift.

High Knees- students alternate raising each knee to hip level, speed can be coordinated to

music.

Fast Feet- fast running in place.
Side- Kicks with Partner- partners join hands while facing each other. Together, the
partners kick out their right foot to the right of their partner and then the same for the left
foot. This should be done quickly and repeated.

Frog Jumps- squat down to the ground and jump up as high as the student can, making sure
to reach up with hands.

Cross Jumps- students jump with their feet together and arms out (body forms a “T”),
jumping forward, then backwards, then right, then left and repeat.

Arm Circles- with the arms extended, participants form circles with their arms by moving

arms at shoulder, either forward or back. Circles can also be alternated from small to bigger
circular motions.

Arm Pumps- with the arms extended and the palms facing towards the sky, the student
should tighten all the muscles of their arms and make short, quick pumps upward.
These can also be done horizontally with palms facing forward.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Exercise Songs

A B C- Jackson 5
All Star- Smash Mouth
Born to Hand Jive- Sha Na Na
Cha-Cha Slide- Mr. C the Slide Man
The Chicken Dance- the Emeralds
Cotton-Eyed Joe – RedNex
Cupid Shuffle- Cupid
Footloose- Kenny Logins
Hamster Dance- RedNex
Hey Ya! – Outkast
I Like to Move It- Will.I.Am
Macarena- Los Del Rio
Mambo No. 5 – Lou Bega
MMMBop- Hanson
Move Your Body- Eiffel 65
Rock Around the Clock- Bill Haley
Space Jam- Quad City DJ’s
The Purple People Eater- Sheb Wolley
The Twist- Chubby Checker
Venga Bus- Venga Boys
Who let the dogs out- Baha Men
Y.M.C.A. - Village People
Jai Ho- A.R. Rahman

These songs can be used to perform the morning exercises as a school or by classroom.
You can make up your own dances or go to PEcentral.org to find dance ideas.
Simple warm up exercises such as jumping jacks, jogging in place, frog jumps, boxing moves, and
dance steps can be easily implemented into any of the songs.

The most important aspect is to keep the children moving and having fun!
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Lesson Title: Lub-Dub – The Heart Obstacle Course
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will incorporate learning about the heart with physical activity.

Materials:
Scooter boards
Rope crawl tunnel

foam balls

Description:
PE coach should set up an obstacle course that represents the human heart; complete with
valves, arteries, and veins. The students will act as the blood flowing through the heart.
They will pull themselves on ropes and scooter boards to the “heart”, then to the lungs where
they will get “oxygen”. The oxygen can be a small ball.
Once they have “oxygen”, they will crawl through a healthy “aorta”.
After the obstacle course, a discussion can be held about the importance of keeping the body
healthy through exercise and healthy eating to prevent the buildup of fats and cholesterol.
Demonstrate how these make it harder for the heart to pump blood to the body by blocking
the “aorta” and making some of the students try to crawl through it.
As an extension activity, students will jump rope to keep a healthy heart. They should stop at
different points to take a pulse rate to see how their heart is working.
Lesson by Harriet Mantini, Debbie Reynolds, Carol Crittenden, and Shar Hudson of Lexington Creek Elementary
Houston, TX

Increase active play & decrease screen time!
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Field Day Activities
Potato Sack Race
Participants line up in their own potato sack and race to the finish line.
Participants must stay inside their potato sack at all times.
It can be done as a relay race too! Once one of the students is done, they hand off
their potato sack to the next person, this continues until everyone on each team has
raced.
* A large pillow case may be substituted for the potato sack. It can also be done in
pairs with one leg of each partner inside the sack.
-

Egg Race
-

Partners line up and are each given a medium to large spoon and a hardboiled egg.
The goal of this race is to get to the finish line the fastest while keeping the egg on the
spoon.
If the egg falls, they must start over.
Participants should not touch the egg with their hand, so they can be told to keep one
of their hands behind them.

Crab Walk
Participants get on their hands and feet with their stomachs towards the sky. When the race
starts, they should lead with their arms pushing with their legs.

Wheel Barrel Race
This requires 2 participants. One person will be walking on their hands while the other is
standing behind them holding their ankles up off the ground.

Three-legged Race
Participants should be divided into pairs, trying to match heights. Using a scarf or bandana,
participants will tie opposite legs to each other so that they are facing the same direction.
Participants must remain tied together throughout the race.

www.oliverfoundation.org
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Water-balloon Toss
Participants are divided into pairs and each pair is given a water balloon. The teammates face
each other and side-shuffle towards the finish line while tossing the balloon from one to the
other.

Leap Frog
-

-

Participants are divided into teams of at least two, lining up one behind the other.
They should kneel down and lower their heads making sure there is some space in
between participants. The person in the back begins the game by jumping over the
player in front of them. They should push on the person’s back and spread their legs as
they jump over the player, just like a frog.
They jump over every player until getting to the front.
Then, the person who is now in the back of the line continues the game.
This repeats until reaching the finish line.

Relay Races
All of the previously mentioned activities can be expanded by turning them into relay races by
forming teams. The relay races can be made up of just one of the activities or combined so that
each team member performs a different one.

Hula Hoop Competition
This one is simple; just see who can hula hoop the longest. It can be made more interesting by
using more than one hula hoop.

Kickball
This is played like baseball with three bases and a home plate. The only difference is that a
kickball is used and the pitcher rolls the ball to the kicker.
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Shoe Pile Race
-

Participants are divided into two teams.
All participants take off one shoe and place it in a big pile.
At the start of the game, one player from each team runs to the pile of shoes and grabs
one of their teammate’s shoes.
The player runs back and gives the shoe to the correct person.
Once that second player puts their shoe on, it is their turn to run to the shoe pile to
get another teammate’s shoe.
The team who has all their shoes on first wins.

Tug-of-War
To set this game up, you need a strong rope and a marker on the ground (sandpit, cones, or a
drawn line). Teams line up on either side of the marker and hold on to the rope. When the
whistle blows, participants pull on the rope aiming to pull the first person on the opposite team
across the marker.

Ladder Sprints
-

To set this race up, establish a start and finish line.
Mark out at least 3 lines with chalk or cones between the start and finish lines.
Participants run to the first mark and touch the ground, they then switch directions, run
back to the starting line and touch the ground.
Without stopping they run to the second mark.
Participants will run to every mark, returning to the starting line each time.
The first participant to touch all lines wins.

Musical Hula Hoop
Just like the classic Musical Chairs, except hula hoops placed on the ground are used instead of
chairs. Participants jump from one hula hoop to the other, when the music stops the person
not in one of the hula hoops is out.
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Lesson Title: Rainbow Relay
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will learn about a variety of fruits and vegetables while performing physical activity.
They will also learn the colors of the rainbow and identify fruits and vegetables that are the
same color: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple.

Materials:
Fruit and vegetable pictures (from
magazines or newspapers)
Large rainbow poster (teacher made)
Construction paper

Scissors
Markers
Crayons

Description:
Make a rainbow poster and place it on one side of the room. Cut out fruits and vegetables from
magazines and newspapers or make your own out of colored construction paper.
Remind the class that it is important to eat a variety of fruits and vegetables everyday and that
they should aim to eat one from each of the colors of the rainbow, so this activity will help
them see what choices are available.
Divide the students up into equal teams. Each team has 2+ fruits or vegetables per student that
they have to stick on the correct color of the rainbow poster that is posted across the room.
One at a time, a child takes a fruit or veggie and has to hop, skip, or crab walk across the room
to the rainbow to post their fruit or veggie.
Then they must run back and tag the next team member so that they can start. Whichever
team gets all their fruits and vegetables posted first wins the relay.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Breakfast Building Relay
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will practice creating a healthy plate while doing physical activity.

Materials:
Food pictures
paper plate
music

Description:
Cut out pictures of breakfast foods, or use food model cards, and distribute the food pictures
at a variety of stations around the room.
At each student’s desk place a paper plate or a paper circle to represent a plate.
When the teacher says “go” and starts the music, students will move around the room using
different activities and choose a food to place on their plate.
For example they can hop for the first item, skip for the second, and jump for the third item.
Continue the activity until students have built a healthy menu.

Enjoy a healthy breakfast!
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Lesson Title: MyPyramid Practice
Objective:
Students will learn how to use MyPyramid For Kids and will see if they have achieved the
recommendations provided.

Materials:
MyPyramid For Kids
MyPyramid Worksheet

Description:
Teachers will introduce the activity by mentioning the importance of having a balanced diet and
that it may be difficult to know exactly what that balance should be.
They then introduce MyPyramid For Kids and hand it out to the students, stating that this is an
easy tool they can use to make sure that they are getting the required amounts of each type of
food. Teachers should go through each food group and ask students to give examples for each.
The MyPyramid Worksheet can then be handed out to students. Using the worksheet, they will
write in the foods that they ate for each meal on the day before, this will allow them to check
how balanced their meals were for that day. They should set a food goal, as well as an activity
goal for the next day.
Further lessons coordinated with MyPyramid can be found at
www.teamnutrition.usda.gov/resources/mypyramidclassroom.html
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MUSIC
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Lesson Title: Lub-Dub – The Heart
Objective:
Students will incorporate learning about the heart with music.

Materials:
Any Turkey Can Tango CD by Lee Campbell-Towell

Description:
Students learn and sing a song called Heartbeat. The students learn how the steady beat in
music is like a heart beating steadily. There can be a discussion on heart functions of pumping
blood and carrying oxygen to the body. This can be used to reinforce the Lub-Dub Science
lesson.
Lesson by Harriet Mantini, Debbie Reynolds, Carol Crittenden, and Shar Hudson of
Lexington Creek Elementary Houston, TX

Increase active play & decrease screen time!
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Music Activities
5 A Day Live: A Musical Performance
This is a musical performance by Dole-5-a-Day which aims to deliver the 5-A-Day message to
the whole school in a fun way! It contains the whole kit to be able to make the
performance a success scripts, choreography, costume suggestions, scenery directions, lyrics,
and sheet music.
It can be found at
http://216.255.136.121/Teachers/ClassroomResources/Materials/T_5ADLiveKitPrint.jsp.

Nutrition Notes: Musical Nutrition Education to Sing and Color
This book by Barbara J. Mayfield, M.S., R.D. is a great resource for songs that cover a variety of
nutrition concepts such as exercise, breakfast, and healthy eating. It is accompanied by a
compact disc, making it a fun and easy resource to use.

The Fruit and Vegetable Song
This song by Kelley Shiplack Regina, Sk. is a fun way of incorporating the message of choosing 5a-day of fruits and vegetables. It is sung to the music of Lou Bega’s Mambo Number 5. Also
available at:
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/PEMusicFruitVegetableSongOnly3.htm

Boys and Girls, this is Mambo number five.
One, two, three, four, five, eat your five a day and you'll be just fine,
To the market for some peas and bananas.
The boys want sweets, but the girls don't wanna.
5-A-Day like I had last week.
I must stay healthy and not get weak.
I like apples, bananas, carrots and pears,
And as I continue, you know they're getting better.
So what can I do? I beg you my teacher.
Eat your 5 a day and you'll be sure to please her.
Anything good, so that I can play all day,
So please mom give me 5-A-Day.
(chorus)
www.oliverfoundation.org
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A little bit of strawberries in my life,
A little bit of broccoli on the side.
A little bit of lettuce is all I need,
A little bit of cauliflower is all I eat.
A little bit of raisins in the sun,
Make grapes a snack so fun.
A little bit of celery here I am,
A little bit of vitamins to be a strong man / woman!!!!!!!!
Mambo number five.
Jump up and down and move it all around.
Shake your head to the sound, put your hands on the ground.
Take one step left and one step right.
One to the front and one to the side.
Clap your hands once and clap your hands twice
And if it looks like this then you're doing it right.
(chorus)
I eat this all to be a strong kid.
So I can work and I can play .
I can have so much energy all day.
Mambo number five.
(chorus)
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In My Garden
(Sung to the tune of the Wheels on the Bus)

The long orange carrots are in the ground,
In the ground,
In the ground.
The long orange carrots are in the ground,
In my garden.
The round red apples are on the tree,
On the tree,
On the tree.
The round red apples are on the tree,
In my garden.
The crunchy broccoli is on the stem,
On the stem,
On the stem.
The crunchy broccoli is on the stem,
In my garden.
The corn on the cob is on the stalk,
On the stalk,
On the stalk.
The corn on the cob is on the stalk,
In my garden.
The prickly cucumbers are on the vine,
On the vine,
On the vine.
The prickly cucumbers are on the vine,
In my garden.
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Pumpkin Song (tune: I’m a little teapot)

I’m a little pumpkin
Orange and around.
Here is my stem,
There is the ground.
When I get all cut up
Don’t you shout!
Just open me up
And scoop me out!

Vegetables (tune: Mary had a little lamb)

We are pumpkins, big and round,
Big and round, big and round.
We are pumpkins, big and around,
Seated on the ground.
We are string beans green and fine….growing on a vine.
We are onions round and white….we make soup taste right.
We are carrots, orange and long….help us sing the song.
We are cabbage green and red….see our funny head.
We are corn stalks tall and straight….don’t we just taste great!

Two Little Apples (tune: This old man)

Way up high, in a tree,
Two red apples smiled at me.
So I shook that tree as har-r-rd as I could.
Down came the apples. Ummmmm, were they good!
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Harvest Time (tune: twinkle, twinkle)

Harvest time is here again
In the garden we must dig
Carrots, radishes, onions too
All so fresh and yummy too.
Harvest time is here again
Won’t be long till you know when!! (Thanksgiving)

Kiwi Fruit Dance

The small and fuzzy kiwi
Loved to sing and dance
Just like the kiwi
Now you’ll get the chance
Hop on one foot
And sing with all your might
Now the small and fuzzy kiwi
Thinks you are quiet a sight!
As you repeat the song, replace the _____line with:
Verse 2: Spin around in circles
Verse 3: Hop like a frog
Verse 4: March like a soldier
Verse 5: Strike a crazy pose
Verse 6: Shake your arms and legs
Verse 7: Twist your hips and arms
Verse 8: Dance your favorite jig
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FRUIT SONG
(To the tune of “Skip to my Lou”)

Fruits should be a part of your diet,
They’ll make you feel and look just right!
You need two servings everyday,
To grow and work and play.
Some fruits give you Vitamin C,
You’ll be smart with variety!
You need two servings everyday
To grow and work and play.
Some fruits give you Vitamin A,
Variety is what I say!
You need two servings everyday,
To grow and work and play.
Lots of nutrients they provide,
The food groups help me to decide!
You need two servings everyday
To grow and work and play.
Fruit each day, that’s the key,
You’ll be smart with variety!
You need two servings everyday,
To grow and work and play.

Vegetable Repeat
(To the tune of “Are You Sleeping”)

Vege-ta-bles…Vege-ta-bles…
Are good to eat…Are good to eat…
Some are eaten raw…Some are eaten raw…
Some are not…Some are not..
Vega-ta-bles… Vege-ta-bles…
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Come from plants…Come from plants…
Some are eaten cooked…Some are eaten cooked…
Some are not…Some are not..
Vege-ta-bles…Vege-ta-boles…
Have vit-a-mins…Have vit-a-mins…
Some are eaten cold…Some are eaten cold..
Some are not…Some are not..
Vege-ta-bles…Vege-ta-bles..
Help us grow…Help us grow..
Some are eaten hot…some are eaten hot..
Some are not…some are not..
Vege-ta-bles…Vege-ta-bles…
Make good snacks…Make good snacks…
Low in fat and sugar…Low in fat and sugar..
A healthy choice…A healthy choice..

The vegetable song
(Tune: “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”)

Carrots, Peas and Broccoli,
Vegetables are good for me.
For my snack and in my lunch,
Veggie sticks are great to munch.
Carrots, Peas and Broccoli,
Vegetables are good for me.
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The Good Food Song
(Tune: “Old MacDonald Had A Farm)

Vegetables are good for me, EE I EE I O
And so I eat them happily, EE I EE I O
(Children take turns naming vegetables that they like)
With a carrot, carrot here, and a carrot, carrot there
Here a carrot, there a carrot
Everywhere a carrot, carrot.
Vegetables are good for me. EE I EE I O

www.oliverfoundation.org
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ART
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Lesson Title: A Delicious Start

Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective: Students will help spread the word about the importance of breakfast by creating
posters.

Materials:
Paper
Crayons/Markers
MyPyramid Poster (www.mypyramid.gov)

1. Talk about the importance of eating a healthy breakfast to begin the day ready and full of
energy.
2. Review the food categories in MyPyramid, reminding them they will be using breakfast foods
for this lesson.
3. Pass out paper and crayons/markers to students.
4.

Students can draw a variety of breakfast themes:
• A Complete Nutritious Breakfast
• What I eat for breakfast
• Fast Breakfast Options
• School Breakfast

Enjoy a healthy breakfast!
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Lesson Title: Pyramid Pal
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective:
Students will create a Pyramid Pal to practice picking foods that belong in each category of
MyPyramid.

Materials:
Old Magazines
Yarn
Crayons/markers
White Butcher Paper
MyPyramid For Kids Handout
1. Pre-cut triangles from the paper with 12” sides, divide the triangle into sections
corresponding to the MyPyramid food groups as below.

2. In class, pass out the MyPyramid For Kids handout and go over the importance of having a
balanced meal, describing each of the food groups.
3. Pass out the MyPyramid templates to students and tell them to color each triangle
according to the official MyPyramid.
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4. Students should look through the magazines looking for a variety of foods from each group,
cut them out and paste them in the correct food group.
5. Once the pyramid is complete, the students need to create their Pyramid Pal. The pyramid
will serve as their pal’s body. Students must then cut out rectangles for the arms and legs,
and circles for the head and feet.
6. Complete the Pyramid Pal by adding yarn for the hair, drawing the face, and coloring the
shoes.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
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Lesson Title: Pomanders: Orange-Clove Christmas Decoration
Grade: K – 5th
Materials:
Oranges
Whole Cloves
Ribbon, ¼ to ½ inch wide
Masking Tape, ¼ to ½ inch wide
Paper Bags

1 Tablespoon Cinnamon
1 Tablespoon Nutmeg
1 Tablespoon Ground Cloves
1 Tablespoon Allspice
3 drops Sandalwood Oil

1. Ask students to each bring a thin-skinned orange or the teacher should bring enough for
the whole class.
2. Using masking tape, ask students to make a circle around the orange with the tape from
top to bottom. This will be where the ribbon will be placed for hanging, so there
should be no cloves inserted in the area covered by the tape.
3. Insert the cloves into the orange, students can be creative here and make designs using
the cloves. Inserting the cloves may be a bit difficult for some students, so using a
thimble may be helpful.
4. In a paper bag, mix the spices and Sandalwood and place the orange inside. Close the
bag and shake, make sure to cover the orange completely with the spices. It should be
kept in a warm, dry place* for a couple of weeks until it has dried. The orange should
be rotated every few days.
5. Once it is dry, show students how to attach a ribbon to the orange where the tape had
been.
* The pomander can be taken home to dry and finished there or it can be left at the school
while it dries.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
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Lesson Title: A Salad in the Making
Grade: K – 5th
Objective:
Students will create a salad to post on the wall by painting individual vegetables.

Materials:
Paper
Paint Brushes
Markers
Kid’s Paint

Scissors
Drawing paper
Food Models or Fresh Vegetables
Container of Water

1. Get students to come up with a list of vegetables and ask which ones they have tasted.
Let students touch and feel some vegetables or models, so they can see the different
textures.
2. Students pick one of the vegetables and paint it on a large sheet of drawing paper and
let it dry overnight
3. Using the markers, students can add character to their vegetables, such as eyes, nose,
and mouth.
4. Cut out vegetables and hang them on the wall. They should be placed so it looks like a
big salad on the wall.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
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Lesson Title: Art in Motion - What’s your favorite physical activity?
Grade: K – 5th
Objective: To draw figures in motion
Materials:
Paper
Pencils
Crayons/markers

1. Ask students what their favorite physical activity is. Is it playing soccer, jumping rope, or
dancing?
2. Tell the students that today they will practice drawing figures in motion. It can be done
as a big drawing or it can be a series of small pictures showing the different motions a
person goes through when performing that specific activity.
3. Encourage the students to make sure they are getting plenty of exercise at school and at
home because it helps them stay healthy.

Increase active play & decrease screen time!
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Lesson Title: Still Art – A Fruit Rainbow
Grade: K – 5th
Objective: To draw still life, learn the colors of the rainbow and identify colors of fruits and
vegetables.

Materials:
Paper
Crayons/Markers
Fruit Models or Fresh Fruit

1. Bring in a variety of fresh and colorful fruits. Be sure to represent all the colors of the
rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple.
2. Divide the students into groups and give each group one of the fruits.
3. Let them know that the fruits will be their models and they should try to draw them as
best as they can.
4. Hang them up together separated by color and try to arrange them by the colors of the
rainbow.
5. Title is “A Fruit Rainbow.”
6. Remind students that their goal should be to eat 5 fruits and vegetables a day and that
they should aim for a variety of colors.
7. This makes a great hallway display.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
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Lesson Title: Fruit Face
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective: Students will create a tasty and healthy fruit face that they can even use as a mask
Materials:
Press n’ Seal® Wrap
Disposable Bowls
Plastic Spoons
Markers
Fruit cut into shapes

Melon (cubes)
Strawberries (slices)
Blueberries (whole)
Pineapple (half-circles)
Apple (slices)

1. Students need to wash their hands thoroughly before this activity.
2. Precut fruit into shapes and separate into bowls. To make activity easier, make a
container of each fruit for each table of students.
3. Hand out a sheet of Press n’ Seal® wrap to each student. Each sheet should be around
12” x 12”.
4. Students can then create faces by using the different fruits. Eyes, mouth, nose, ears,
mustache, etc. They should spoon out the fruit and place the fruit on top of the sheet
of Press n’ Seal® wrap.
5. Once the students are happy with their face, pass out a second sheet of Press n’ Seal®
wrap of the same size. Tell students to place the second sheet directly over their fruit
face and to press down around all the fruit to create a complete seal.
6. They can use markers to finish their fruit faces by adding some more details.

Choose 5-A-Day servings of fruits and vegetables!
www.oliverfoundation.org
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Lesson Title: Sculpting the Healthy Plate
Grade: 2nd – 5th
Objective: Practice Sculpting Skills
Materials:
Plate template
Play-doh or clay*
Paper Plates

Glue
Scissors
Crayons/markers

Students will practice their sculpting skills by creating a healthy plate and sculpting a variety of
foods. The teacher should emphasize the importance of choosing a smart portion when serving
food.
1. Pass out a paper plate to each student, as well as the included Healthy Plate template.
2. Ask students to cut-out the plate template and glue it to the paper plate
3. While the glue is drying, explain to students that this is what a healthy plate should look
like. Half their plate should be fruits and vegetables, ¼ should be a protein which
includes meats, beans, cheese, or nuts and the last ¼ should be the starch or grains
which include potatoes, rice, bread, and corn.
4. They can color each section a different color to make the sections standout more.
5. Ask students to use the play-doh or clay* to sculpt an example of the foods that go in
each of the sections. For example, a chicken leg for the protein, a biscuit for the starch,
green beans or broccoli for the vegetable and peaches for the fruit.
* If play-doh or clay is not readily available, students can also use construction paper to cut out
the foods and glue them to their plate.

Serve a smart portion size!
www.oliverfoundation.org
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The Healthy Plate

Protein

Starch/Grains

Meats, beans, cheese, nuts

Potatoes, rice, bread, corn

Fruits and Vegetables
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